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The Big Picture: Trump Strikes In Syria 

If you were feeling inundated with James Comey news after this week, the 
political narrative emanating from Washington, D.C., changed Friday night 
when President Trump and his counterparts in the U.K. and 
Francelaunched airstrikes in Syria in response to a recent alleged chemical 
attack by the Assad regime. "We are prepared to sustain this response 
until the Syrian regime stops its use of prohibited chemical agents," the 
president said as the strikes took place. 
 
And now the world waits on the edge of its collective seat for how Russia 
and Iran might respond amid concern in the U.S. about a possible military 
confrontation with Russia. In his trademark style, Trump took on both 
nations directly Friday night: "I ask what kind of a nation wants to be 
associated with the mass murder of innocent men, women and children. 
The nations of the world can be judged by the friends they keep. No nation 
can succeed in the long run by promoting rogue states, brutal tyrants and 
murderous dictators." 
 
The military operation was the apex of yet another head-spinning week of 
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political news. Details about Comey’s book leaked before its scheduled 
release date. So far, the news has been the ousted FBI director saying 
Trump “is unethical, and untethered to truth and institutional values.” 
Meanwhile, whatever happens next with Syria or Comey, it’s a time when 
Trump appears as mad as we’ve ever seen him, reports NPR’s Mara 
Liasson, because of the Mueller investigation and the raid that ensnared 
Michael Cohen, Trump’s personal attorney. Proceedings in a Manhattan 
federal court Friday revealed that Cohen has been the subject of a months-
long criminal investigation. 
 
Oh, and the speaker of the House, Paul Ryan, announced he is retiring— 
leading another retiring House Republican to observe that 2018 “is going to 
be a challenging year." 

 

— Domenico Montanaro, NPR's lead political editor, and Martina Stewart, 
NPR digital editor 
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ICYMI: Top Stories 

Presidential pardon: President Trump, who decries leaks in his own 
administration, has pardoned Lewis “Scooter” Libby, convicted in 2007 of 
involvement in a national-security leak. There hadn’t been any indication 
that Trump was interested in Libby’s case until recently, when John 
Bolton took over as Trump’s national security adviser, reports NPR’s Nina 
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Totenberg. 
 
Ryan retiring: House Speaker Paul Ryan, R-Wis., announced Wednesday 
he will not seek re-election and will retire in January. He says he has “no 
regrets." The GOP-controlled Congress did pass tax cut legislation, but it 
has failed to repeal and replace Obamacare or overhaul entitlement 
programs. With his announcement, Ryan becomes the seventh speaker in 
a row whose tenure in the speakership ended in frustration, writes NPR’s 
Ron Elving. His decision could make an already challenging midterm 
campaign for Republicans even more taxing, reports NPR’s Scott Detrow 
and Kelsey Snell.  
 
Facebook faces Congress: Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg testified 
twice this week before Congress to answer questions on how his company 
handled user data, in the wake of a scandal in which its data was sold to 
Cambridge Analytica. Questioning also focused on how his company uses 
the data of people who are not actual users of Facebook, writes NPR’s 
Camila Domonoske. 
 
Trump turns attention to welfare: On Tuesday, President Trump quietly 
signed an executive order to direct federal agencies to toughen the work 
requirements for various aid programs like food stamps and Medicaid. His 
administration has been trying to lower the number of people on 
government assistance programs in order to bring more people into the 
workforce and reduce federal spending, writes NPR’s Scott Horsley. 
 
Record highs: A record number of women — 309 — have filed to run for 
the House of Representatives, a nearly 90 percent increase over 2016 
numbers. But the number of men running for office has also risen, which 
means that despite a large spike, the number of women candidates is still 
less than the number of men candidates, reports NPR’s Danielle 
Kurtzleben.  
 
Agency watchdogs: Inspectors general in Washington are keeping busy 
these days. But these important jobs are relatively obscure. NPR’s Brian 
Naylor reports that inspectors general, who work in nearly every federal 
agency, act as independent watchdogs for their agencies. But there is 
murkiness about the enforcement that follows their recommendations, and 
whether they have the resources needed to keep up effectively. 
 

— Barbara Sprunt, NPR Politics producer 
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The Russia Imbroglio: How Solid Is Trump's Support? 

Mexico City Metropolitan Cathedral looks lovely in the picture postcards, 
but the ancient church is sinking. 
 
After another head-spinning week in President Trump's Washington, an 
important new question is about the strength of the foundation under the 
support the president has enjoyed from another iconic edifice: the United 
States Capitol. 
 
In the pictures, it looks strong. Trump hosted top Republicans from the 
House and Senate this week and posted a photo in which everyone gave a 
big grin and a can-do thumbs-up. 
 
That visit followed the announcement by House Speaker Paul Ryan, R-
Wis., that he would not run for re-election again in this midterm year, 
marking his impending departure not only from Hill leadership but 
Congress itself. Did that change Ryan's tune about supporting legislation to 
protect Justice Department special counsel Robert Mueller from possibly 
being fired by the president? 
 
No, not a bit — Ryan told reporters he trusts the assurances he's gotten 
from the White House that Mueller will be allowed to do his work 



unmolested. 
 
Same story in the Senate, where Majority Leader Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., 
answers every question about a protect-Mueller bill with a very similar 
answer: Since the special counsel won't be dismissed, there's no need for 
legislation to safeguard him; next question. 
 
Here's the thing, though: Behind the answers in the press conferences and 
the smiles in the photos, this foundation may be sinking. 
 
Ryan is a short-timer. He is giving up everything he has and so he has 
nothing to lose. He's "free" now, as Third Way national security boss Mieke 
Eoyang suggested this week. So although his position today hasn't 
changed, the Ryan who might evaluate how to respond to a crisis involving 
the leadership of the Justice Department would be a different man. 
 
With his own future now set, Ryan no longer would need to respond to an 
extreme situation by thinking how to preserve his relationship with Trump 
or help his members defend themselves. 
 
McConnell is still in that situation; he has a much more favorable map in 
2018 than the GOP has in the House and is believed to have a much 
stronger chance of keeping or increasing his majority in the World's 
Greatest Deliberative Body. He too has kept his public position the same 
on Mueller but in his case too things are changing behind the scenes. 
 
Next week, the Senate Judiciary Committee is scheduled to take up 
legislation that would protect Mueller. McConnell probably won't permit it to 
come to a vote in the full chamber. But if it were to pass the Judiciary 
Committee, that would leave it one step away from the floor, creating a 
weapon that, in the future, McConnell could pick up and fire quickly — 
quick in Senate terms — if he wanted. 
 
Trump and the White House can see all this the same as anyone else. And 
the administration also must play this game on two levels. 
 

Read the full imbroglio update on NPR.org. 
 
Briefly:  

• More on McCabe: DOJ details case against fired deputy FBI director 
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• Cohen and the feds: Trump attorney subject of a months-long criminal 

investigation. And is attorney-client privilege "dead"? 

• Comey book takes on Trump: The long awaited memoirleaks before its 
release date. It's not likely to change the minds of any committed partisans 
on either side, writes NPR's Ron Elving in his review. The White House 
fires back with"disgraced partisan hack." And here are key moments in the 
Comey saga, in timeline form. 

• Is it (almost) Mueller's time?: White House says Trump has power to fire 
special counsel directly   

— Philip Ewing, NPR's national security editor 
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